Dialogue Guitar Flute String Orchestra Score
background information and performance circumstances - bansuri (indian flute) veena (plucked string
instrument) sarod (fretless plucked string instrument). western instruments/voices string orchestra (the
bombay cinematic strings) solo cello programmed/sampled drum patterns piano pop/r&b style vocals bass
guitar guitar keyboard ‘pad’ sounds. note: these set works guides are pearson’s interpretation of the set works
and every effort has been ... u.s. musical settings of the revised order of mass 2010 - unison with
descant and keyboard or unison with descant and guitar optional flute, oboe, 2 trumpets krisman, ronald
forthcoming includes spanish es˚ac˛ ˝n˙re nouˆ - naxos music library - the blend of flute and guitar is ideal
for a sense of intimacy, tonal balance, and lyrical expressiveness. yet the repertoire in such 119 drum &
percussion - hal leonard online - 119 drum & percussion 120 mallet instruments (marimba, xylophone,
vibraphone) 120 timpani 120 percussion ensembles 121 percussion with various instruments scandinavian,
finnish & baltic concertos from the 19th ... - divertissement for flute, trumpet, piano, percussion and
string orchestra (1964) centis krikis/soloists and chamber ensemble of the latvian radio symphony orchestra (
+ concerto leggeiro and saxophone concerto) seven kings high school music department. scheme of
work ... - dialogue with the raga between guitar and keyboard. homework: in groups of not more than three
discuss and begin to develop a presentation on an aspect of indian music. playing bach on the guitar
(complete) - playing bach on the guitar frank koonce transcription vs. arrangement to adapt music written for
one instrument so that it may be played on another involves making 2 three classical guitars flute oboe
and bassoon parts ... - stands for flute, the second for oboe, the third for clarinet, the fourth for bassoon,
and the fifth (separated from the woodwinds by a dash) is for horny additional instruments (piano in this
example) are indicated by "w/" (meaning "with") or by using a plus sign. composer nationality piece
movement(s) instruments year - composer nationality piece movement(s) instruments year abigana, brett
usa l'histoire du soldat jouet 3 flutes, 3 dancers 2012 abigana, brett usa on simple songs violin, viola, cello,
piano 2012 abigana, brett usa prelude for piano piano 2012 abou-khalil, rabih lebanon arabian waltz string
quartet 2015 acimovic, philip usa afternoon excursion guitar, marimba 2007 adams, john usa road movies i ...
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